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At this election I am campaigning 
on the basis of our 5 point plan for 
Northern Ireland.  A key element 

of my plan is growing Northern Ireland’s 
economy.  I want to see this plan 
implemented after the election and with 
your support we can do just that.

We all want to see a stronger economy 
but only the DUP has made it a top priority 
since the Executive was reformed in 2007.  

Our plan to grow the economy will build 
on our strong record by making Northern 
Ireland a place attractive and ready for 
investors. 

We will support the creation of 20,000 
new jobs in the next five years, deliver 
fibre broadband to all parts of Northern 
Ireland and make tourism a £2 billion 
industry.

At this election we make clear that the 
Northern Ireland Protocol must be 
removed and replaced with arrangements 
that restore Northern Ireland’s place within 
the United Kingdom. 

Our priorities for the economy:

1. Support 20000 new jobs including 5000 
new tech jobs in the next 5 years. 

2. Implement the 10X strategy and establish 
NI as a global leader in key sectors.

3. Invest in skills and expand our 
apprenticeship programme to ensure 
young people are well equipped to take 
advantage of new opportunities.

4. Make Northern Ireland 100% fibre 
broadband.

5. Restore and grow the tourism sector to 
be a £2 billion industry.

Introduction 
Rt Hon Sir Jeffrey Donaldson MP

Jeffrey Donaldson
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The DUP has always made economic 
growth a key priority of the 
Northern Ireland Executive, which is 

why we have held the economic portfolio 
at Stormont since 2007 and ensured that 
the economy was at the heart of every 
Programme for Government. 

Over the past fifteen years the Northern 
Ireland economy has been transformed. 
Where once we were internationally 
renowned for our shipbuilding, rope 
works and linen industry, today we are 
global leaders in cyber security, advanced 
manufacturing and fintech. Belfast is one of 
the top tech cities in Europe and Northern 
Ireland is the top location in the UK, outside 
of London, for foreign direct investment. 

We have overseen the growth of our 
tourism industry into a £1 billion sector, 
helped grow our creative industries and 
helped thousands of small businesses 
grow and find new markets outside of 
Northern Ireland. 

When the COVID pandemic hit we faced 
the prospect of mass unemployment and 
businesses failing. The DUP Economy 
Minister stepped up to provide immediate 
financial support to businesses forced to 
close, developed a detailed plan to kick-
start the recovery and also published a 
long-term plan to reshape the economy for 
future growth. 

Economic Growth a Priority
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Support Schemes
DUP Ministers provided over £600m 
worth of financial support through some 
50 bespoke financial support schemes. 
This support was vital and helped save 
tens of thousands of jobs and hundreds of 
businesses throughout Northern Ireland. 

DUP Ministers also provided an additional 
£10m of hardship funding for students, 
provided a £500 payment to local learners, 
and the £4.5m Northern Ireland Domestic 
Aviation Kick-start Scheme was a lifeline for 
the aviation sector. 

Economic Recovery
The DUP secured £286.8m funding for an 
Economic Recovery Action Plan (ERAP); 
setting out a series of immediate measures 
to help accelerate economic recovery. 

Included in ERAP was the hugely successful 
High Street Scheme - a £140m scheme 
which not only delivered a much needed 
injection of stimulus to businesses who 
suffered most during lockdown, but also 
reoriented people back onto the High 
Street after many had shifted to online 
shopping habits. 

As a result of these actions, Northern 
Ireland recovered quicker than any other 
region of the UK and is well placed to 
capitalise on new opportunities for growth. 
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Moving forward our focus is on 
building an innovative, inclusive 
and healthy economy, which 

delivers opportunity for everyone 
in every community across Northern 
Ireland. 

10X Vision 
Last year, DUP Economy Ministers 
launched the new 10X economic vision 
for Northern Ireland. 10X is unashamedly 
ambitious, seeking to place Northern 
Ireland amongst the elite, small open 
economies in the world. 

We do this by focussing on our strengths 
and seeking to grow key sectors such as 
digital, agri-tech, advanced manufacturing, 
life and health sciences, and fintech. 
The 10X vision has been endorsed by 
a wide cross-section of the business 
and education sector, and has been 
complimented by supporting action plans 
such as Skills for a 10X economy; trade 
and investment for a 10X economy and the 
review of careers services. 

City and Growth Deals 
The DUP was instrumental in securing 
a series of City and Growth Deals for 
Northern Ireland. 

These packages of funding will help 
new regional areas leverage additional 
investment, support job creation and 
deliver economic growth. Across Northern 
Ireland more than £1.3 billion will be 
invested in a range of exciting projects 
to promote new technologies, centres of 
excellence and world leading research and 
see national and local government work in 
partnership with local universities and the 
private sector to transform our economy. 

Broadband - Project 
Stratum 
This £165m project, secured through 
the DUP / Conservative Confidence and 
Supply Deal, is one of the biggest and 
most important infrastructure projects to 
be delivered in Northern Ireland.  This 
has been a game changer for many rural 
communities across the Province. 

Northern Ireland at 82% full fibre is already 
massively ahead of England on 67%, 
Scotland on 60%, Wales on 49% and the 
Republic of Ireland on 41%.  

At current build rates, by 2025, Northern 
Ireland will be the first country in these 
islands to bring fibre to 100% of our 
premises, a key factor as we continue to 
make NI the best place to live, work, visit 
and invest.

Building an Innovative 
Economy
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The Protocol
There can be no doubt that the Protocol is 
causing damage to the Northern Ireland 
economy, with some leading economists 
suggesting the cost could be in the region 
of £900m a year. Even those who previously 
called for the ‘rigorous implementation’ of 
the Protocol are slowly realising the damage 
it is doing.  
It is impossible to argue that a country with a 
population of 1.9m people being subjected 
to 20% of checks carried out across the 
EU is either a reasonable or proportionate 
response to any perceived threat to the 
integrity of the EU Single Market. 
The checks on the Irish Sea border are 
the symptom of the underlying problem, 
namely, that Northern Ireland is subject to 
a different set of laws imposed upon us by 
a foreign entity without any say or vote by 
any elected representative of the people of 
Northern Ireland.
The DUP is seeking the restoration of 
democratic decision making to the 
Assembly replacing the democratic deficit 
created by the Protocol.
The Irish Sea border must go and the 
Protocol must be replaced by arrangements 
that restore Northern Ireland’s place within 
the United Kingdom internal market.

Skills 
The number one reason why investors 
come to Northern Ireland is because of 
the skills of our people. Over recent years 
we have invested record levels of funding 
in our world class FE Colleges, worked 
collaboratively with our Universities and 
carried out a review of careers education 
to ensure our young people not only 
understand where future opportunities will 
be, but ensure they are equipped with the 
right skills in order to take advantage of 
them. The DUP is committed to increasing 
the level of funding for skills, rolling out 
more skills academies and expanding all 
age apprenticeships across key sectors of 
the economy. 

Clean Energy 
Recent energy price rises are impacting 
on every person and business in Northern 
Ireland. This is happening because of 
the global price volatility that comes with 
fossil fuels.  

In December 2021 the DUP Economy 
Minister launched the ‘Path to Net Zero’ 
energy strategy which sets out how we 
will work towards phasing out fossil fuels, 
ending this volatility and ensuring that more 
of the money we spend on energy stays 
in the local economy and helps to create 
wealth and jobs.  

However we know that the cost of living 
crisis is impacting people now. 

As part of our five-point plan we are 
supporting calls for a Windfall Tax on 
energy firms and we want to make going 
green affordable to more homes in 
Northern Ireland.  We want to see an Energy 
Support Payment to help hard-pressed 
families as well as more help with energy 
efficiency schemes for householders

Northern Ireland is already a leader in 
renewable energy, but through investment 
in new technologies such as hydrogen, we 
aim to be a global leader in clean energy. 
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The DUP, through its Ministers, has 
delivered a number of key economic 
objectives.  Even during one of 

the darkest economic periods in our 
recent history, over 3300 new jobs were 
created, Northern Ireland cemented 
itself as a global leader in sectors such 
as cyber security and fintech, Belfast was 
named as one of the worlds leading tech 
cities and the local economy recovered 
quicker than any other region of the UK. 

While there is much more to do we have 
made progress in a number of areas:-

1.  Provided over £600m in financial 
support during the COVID pandemic 
to businesses across Northern Ireland 
through more than 50 bespoke 
schemes including small and micro 
business, hospitality, supply chain 
businesses and newly self employed. 
The DUP also increased the level 
of funding available for student 
hardship and delivered a £500 Covid 
Disruption Payment to all students 
studying in Northern Ireland.

2.  Delivered 80 Assured Skills 
Academies with companies including 
PwC, Microsoft, Deloitte, KPMG and 
ASOS.

3.  Secured £286.8m for the roll out of 
the Economic Recovery Action Plan 
including delivering the £140m High 
Street Scheme, providing over 1.4m 
people with a pre paid £100 card to 
help inject an economic stimulus to our 
High Streets and re-orientate people 
back to the High Street and away from 
online shopping trends.

4.  Secured funding for the Tourism 
Recovery Action Plan; and 
COVID response agreed with key 
stakeholders across our tourism and 
hospitality industry. 

5.  Delivered key legislation such as the 
Parental Bereavement and Pay Bill to 
ensure working parents will be entitled 
to statutory paid leave following the 
death of a child, stillbirth or miscarriage 
and amended legislation to protect 
holiday entitlements for workers 
furloughed during the lockdown.

6.  Launched the ‘Embrace a Giant Spirit’ 
campaign to promote Northern Ireland 
as a leading tourist destination. 

7.  Delivering Project Stratum, Northern 
Ireland biggest infrastructure project 
with over £165m investment in 
hyperfast broadband as a direct 
result of the DUP / Conservative 
Confidence and Supply Deal. This 
project, when complete, will make 
Northern Ireland the best-connected 
country in the world. 

8.  Initiated key reviews of Agri Food, 
Careers Services and Invest NI.

9.  Secured widespread support for a 
new 10X Economic Vision, including 
supporting strategies such as Skills 
for 10X, Trade and Investment for 
a 10X Economy and the Review of 
Careers Services. 

10. Delivered 100 bursaries to allow 
students to undertake masters degrees 
as part of our plan to mark Northern 
Ireland’s Centenary and invested over 
£98m in the FE sector over the past 
three years.

11.  Delivered the Northern Ireland 
Domestic Aviation Scheme; a vital 
intervention to secure Northern 
Ireland’s air connectivity during the 
global pandemic. 

Economic Achievements
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12.  Led the first ever ‘Northern Ireland 
Day’ at World Expo in Dubai, 
showcasing why Northern Ireland is 
such a great place to live, work, visit and 
invest. 

13.  Launched ‘Path to Net Zero’ Energy 
Strategy and 22 point Action Plan for 
implementing it. This strategy will help 
reduce our reliance on importing fossil 
fuels and create hundreds of new jobs 
as Northern Ireland establishes itself as 
a global leader in hydrogen technology 
and clean energy. 

14.  Delivering upon City and Growth 
Deals; over £1.3 billion of funding 
for innovative and exciting projects 
delivered in collaboration with National 
and Local Government

15.  Secured the future of HMS Caroline 
so this key part of our maritime history 
stays in Belfast. 



Democratic Unionist Party
91 Dundela Avenue
Belfast BT4 3BU

www.mydup.com
Email: info@mydup.com
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